Experiences With the Gods: Levels of Experiences
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It is very frequent that when one starts immersing in meditation, one will want to communicate with the Gods and start understanding more of them. That is after all completely natural and very important, and what should be the point to advance one's self towards them.

As a general rule, there are "types" and types of communication and seeing.

A very basic level of this is interaction based on fantasy or visualization. In this particular case, one can have a fantasy or see visions of the Gods [created by themselves, yet some people do not understand that this is the case] but these don't mean many things.

Albeit on this level certain things might be mental based and even in some cases helpful, these are not the pivotal types of experiences. In the cases of where this basic level is actually functional and not delusion, one will start understanding here that the Gods exist beyond any doubt, same as the Demons including the lesser entities or things one will start understanding of their undoubted existence.

The common denominator is that those who get these encounters, are generally changed in no way or very slightly, with many taking this too far and maybe even falsely changing towards a very delusional ego. The not so distant negative road one shouldn't take here is the road that leads to full blown insanity, or childish imagination, based on numerous unaddressed needs inside a human being.

A secondary level of seeing is when one starts actually doing successful summoning and starts feeling energies, and getting a "feel" for the Gods. Understanding basic omens and signs is also part of this.

This level is not to be underestimated. It's already a highly competent and very exceptionally successful level to have experienced even some times in one's life. It is not to be overestimated however that this is the end, because this is not.

These feelings can be ranging in power, but one will know one has established communication with the God. It is quite frequent that the Gods turn their attention to someone when they do a summoning, yet, there is not a full blown manifestation of the God for reasons that have to do with safety.

The third level is actually a very powerful manifestation. These events can change the course of one's life, and one cannot coerce the Demons or summon them to cause these events. The Gods do this on their own accord.
Disciples of Father Satan from many past lives might experience these, while newer people might experience more of the above, and this can change the course of a lifetime. These can greatly accelerate you changing as a person or as a soul. These don't need to be "many", but these events will be pivotal and highly influential.

There are many ways to evaluate an experience from being valid, invalid, or somewhere "in between". There are many factors at play for this to be the case, as to avoid liars of making up factors, these will not be shared. Yet if these lack, this cannot happen.

Practitioners will understand the more they advance of what is meant here.

Lastly, a fourth level of actually seeing the Gods, is that when you encounter the Gods when at real or true astral projection or involuntary astral projection, or with certain layers of the higher bodies.

These can also be ascertained based on what one will want to communicate about this, or what one has seen, and marked out as to their validity accordingly. This is most uncommon. It cannot be made up or faked.

At this level, an encounter with the God or Demon in question is so extremely powerful, that it can mark a soul for its whole existence. To reach these levels of communication one must be very dear to the Gods, and a very purified and uplifted person. It can generally take lifetimes to reach this state. This is never reached by "default".

Miraculous events can occur from this contact, such as spontaneously gaining powers, blessings or other capacities that one did not have before. One might spontaneously start speaking another language - or suddenly start understanding it very much, develop a sudden musical genius, extensive sudden spiritual progress that is irreversible, and many other things, which are way far beyond the ordinary or what is likely "feasible". These will likely arrive as a result of meditation but can be sudden, and one will never be told any of this is coming, nor they will have any idea about it.

Due to the nature of very low power souls and defunct beings as the world is currently, this type of contact would drive most people completely insane, so it is very rare, as it would be like running infinite power electricity through a very small light bulb. It is therefore borderline "impossible".

As a final note, the level of the cleaning and purity of the soul inside an individual is the deciding factor when it comes to quality communication. The Gods do not like dirty or unclean human souls that are rife with dross in them. That is why, especially when outsiders try to fiddle in "Demonology", their own negative energies can get in the way.
when they try to instantly summon, and they either get no result or might get an experience that points them to a strong "No".

Additionally, the Gods are coupled by lesser Demonic entities that will be sent to observe the individual or people making an inquiry, and they will check them out.

In many summonings, these will show up instead in their place, depending on who is the inquiring party, their level of real power, awareness and so on.

If they are unclean or too evil [not in the moral sense, but in the sense of lacking spiritual advancement], the entity might give a forcible message to get the people to get their act together, advance and so on. Like a security, they will not allow someone to reach the God.

To be able to get this out of the way, one has to take Spiritual practice and Spiritual Satanism really seriously. In contrast to the preaching of lies that "the poor in spirit will reach heaven", the opposite is the case in the real universe.

The poorer one is in spirit, they won't reach any "heaven" and they will reincarnate again and again, but also be highly non operational on earth.

The Gods are less and less inclined to send a Demon in their place let alone a "Bodyguard" if they are contacted by respectable individuals who are "known" to them. This "knowledge" does not only involve knowledge of the person but many other parameters that make a person connected to the entity and a proper receiver.

As a closing note that should not concern any real Spiritual Satanist, if the Gods are inquired by extremely negative or evil people for more of these purposes, in this evil category being also those of the enemy or those who follow jewish drivel [yes, they have done that and many "try" only to fail] they will send the bodyguards their way, which are oftentimes Demons who hold very little mercy.

That can be commonly the case with wanna-be magicians and others who merely want to abuse things. As this violates strongly the cosmic order, these individuals will have a big price to pay. Many of course do not care, and the extent on which they will upset this order will decide the punishment they will receive.